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The Diary of a Young Girl - Anne Frank 1997
A timeless story rediscovered by each new generation. The Diary of a
Young Girl stands without peer. For both young readers and adults it
continues to bring to life this young woman, who for a time survived the
worst horror the modern world had seen - and who remained
triumphantly and heartbreakingly human throughout her ordeal. For
those who know and love Anne Frank, The Definitive Edition is a chance
to discover her anew. For readers who have not yet encountered her, this
is the edition to cherish.
The Diary of a Young Girl - Anne Frank 2002
Understanding Anne Frank's The Diary of a Young Girl - Hedda
Rosner Kopf 1997
Discusses such topics as the diary as literature, the history of the Frank
family, the plight of Holland's Jews, rescuers of Holocaust children, and
Anne's childhood
Anne Frank - Anne Frank 1999-03
The compelling diary of a young girl on the brink of maturity as her life
draws to toward its tragic end -- one of the most moving and vivid
documents of the Jewish experience.
The Worst Best Man - Mia Sosa 2020-02-04
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USA TODAY BESTSELLER! "A romantic comedy that's fun and flirty,
young and fresh." – PopSugar Named one of the Best Romances of 2020
by EW, Cosmo, OprahMag, Buzzfeed, Insider, and NPR! Mia Sosa
delivers a sassy, steamy #ownvoices enemies-to-lovers novel, perfect for
fans of Jasmine Guillory, Helen Hoang, and Sally Thorne! A wedding
planner left at the altar? Yeah, the irony isn’t lost on Carolina Santos,
either. But despite that embarrassing blip from her past, Lina’s offered
an opportunity that could change her life. There’s just one hitch… she
has to collaborate with the best (make that worst) man from her own
failed nuptials. Marketing expert Max Hartley is determined to make his
mark with a coveted hotel client looking to expand its brand. Then he
learns he’ll be working with his brother’s whip-smart,
stunning—absolutely off-limits—ex-fiancée. And she loathes him. If they
can nail their presentation without killing each other, they’ll both come
out ahead. Except Max has been public enemy number one ever since he
encouraged his brother to jilt the bride, and Lina’s ready to dish out a
little payback of her own. Soon Lina and Max discover animosity may not
be the only emotion creating sparks between them. Still, this starcrossed couple can never be more than temporary playmates because
Lina isn’t interested in falling in love and Max refuses to play runner-up
to his brother ever again... "The Worst Best Man is rom-com perfection. .
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. Sosa has a gift with words that’s infectious and wry, one that keeps the
pages turning in delight." — Entertainment Weekly
The Diary of a Young Girl - Anne Frank 1998
This abridged version of Anne Frank's Diary has been taken from the
definitive edition which restores substantial material ommitted from the
original edition. Anne Frank emerges as more human and more spirited
than ever before.
Who I Am - Melody Carlson 2002-03-06
It's challenging enough to be a normal high school senior -- but Caitlin
O'Conner has a host of new difficulties to deal with in the third book of
Melody Carlson's widely popular and fascinating teen series. Time is
critical to help the orphans in Mexico, missions-minded Caitlin believes,
but Mom and Dad are set on her attending college. Meanwhile, her
relationship with Josh takes on a serious tone via e-mail -- threatening
her commitment to "kiss dating goodbye." When Beanie begins dating an
African-American, Caitlin's concern over dating seems to be misread as
racism. One thing is obvious: God is at work through this dynamic girl in
very real but puzzling ways. A soul-stretching time of racial
reconciliation at school and within her church helps her discover God's
will as never before.
Becoming Me - Melody Carlson 2010-07-07
In the fictional Diary of a Teenage Girl, sixteen-year-old Caitlin O'Conner
reveals the inner workings of a girl caught between childhood and
womanhood ... an empty life without Christ and a meaningful one with
Him. Through Caitlin's candid journal entries we see her grapple with
such universal teen issues as peer pressure, loyalty, conflict with
parents, the longing for a boyfriend, and her own spirituality. Readers
will laugh and cry with Caitlin as she struggles toward self-discovery and
understanding God's plan for her life. And they'll be deeply moved by her
surprising commitment regarding dating.
The Diary of Anne Frank - Anne Frank 1954
The account of World War II Jewish refugees hiding in occupied
Amsterdam from the viewpoint of a young teenaged girl in the group.
The Freedom Writers Diary (20th Anniversary Edition) - The
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Freedom Writers 2007-04-24
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The twentieth anniversary edition
of the classic story of an incredible group of students and the teacher
who inspired them, featuring updates on the students’ lives, new journal
entries, and an introduction by Erin Gruwell Now a public television
documentary, Freedom Writers: Stories from the Heart In 1994, an
idealistic first-year teacher in Long Beach, California, named Erin
Gruwell confronted a room of “unteachable, at-risk” students. She had
intercepted a note with an ugly racial caricature and angrily declared
that this was precisely the sort of thing that led to the Holocaust. She
was met by uncomprehending looks—none of her students had heard of
one of the defining moments of the twentieth century. So she rebooted
her entire curriculum, using treasured books such as Anne Frank’s diary
as her guide to combat intolerance and misunderstanding. Her students
began recording their thoughts and feelings in their own diaries,
eventually dubbing themselves the “Freedom Writers.” Consisting of
powerful entries from the students’ diaries and narrative text by Erin
Gruwell, The Freedom Writers Diary is an unforgettable story of how
hard work, courage, and determination changed the lives of a teacher
and her students. In the two decades since its original publication, the
book has sold more than one million copies and inspired a major motion
picture Freedom Writers. And now, with this twentieth-anniversary
edition, readers are brought up to date on the lives of the Freedom
Writers, as they blend indispensable takes on social issues with uplifting
stories of attending college—and watch their own children follow in their
footsteps. The Freedom Writers Diary remains a vital read for anyone
who believes in second chances.
Only Opal - Jane Boulton 1997-06-01
A lyrical adaptation of the writings of Opal Whiteley, in which she
describes her love of nature and her life in an Oregon lumber camp at
the turn of the century.
I am Anne Frank - Brad Meltzer 2020-10-13
The 22nd book in the New York Times bestselling series of biographies
about heroes tells the story of Anne Frank, the young Jewish girl who
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documented her life while hiding from the Nazis during World War II.
(Cover may vary) This engaging biography series focuses on the traits
that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in order to
live heroically themselves. Each book tells the story of an icon in a lively,
conversational way that works well for the youngest nonfiction readers.
At the back are an excellent timeline and photos. This volume features
Anne Frank, whose courage and hope during a time of terror are still an
inspiration for people around the world today. While Anne and her family
hid in an attic during the Holocaust, she kept a journal about all her
hopes and fears and observations. That journal and the story of her life
are still read and told today to remember the life of a young girl and
warn against the consequences of bigotry. This friendly, fun biography
series inspired the PBS Kids TV show Xavier Riddle and the Secret
Museum. One great role model at a time, these books encourage kids to
dream big. Included in each book are: • A timeline of key events in the
hero’s history • Photos that bring the story more fully to life • Comicbook-style illustrations that are irresistibly adorable • Childhood
moments that influenced the hero • Facts that make great conversationstarters • A virtue this person embodies: Anne Frank's unwavering hope
is central to this biography You’ll want to collect each book in this
dynamic, informative series!
Carrie - Stephen King 2008-06-24
Stephen King's legendary debut, the bestselling smash hit that put him
on the map as one of America's favorite writers "Gory and horrifying. . . .
You can't put it down." —Chicago Tribune Unpopular at school and
subjected to her mother's religious fanaticism at home, Carrie White
does not have it easy. But while she may be picked on by her classmates,
she has a gift she's kept secret since she was a little girl: she can move
things with her mind. Doors lock. Candles fall. Her ability has been both
a power and a problem. And when she finds herself the recipient of a
sudden act of kindness, Carrie feels like she's finally been given a chance
to be normal. She hopes that the nightmare of her classmates' vicious
taunts is over . . . but an unexpected and cruel prank turns her gift into a
weapon of horror so destructive that the town may never recover.
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Legend: The Graphic Novel - Marie Lu 2015-04-28
Born into an elite family in one of the Republic's wealthiest districts,
fifteen-year-old June is a military prodigy. Born into the slums of the
Republic’s Lake Sector, fifteen-year-old Day is the country’s most wanted
criminal. But his motives are not as sinister as they often they seem. One
day June’s brother is murdered and Day becomes the prime suspect.
Now, Day is in a race for his family’s survival, while June tries
desperately to avenge her brother’s death. And the two uncover the truth
of what has really brought them together and the lengths their country
will go to in order to keep its secrets.
Study Guide to Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank - Intelligent
Education 2019-09-12
A comprehensive study guide offering in-depth explanation, essay, and
test prep for Anne Frank's The Diary of a Young Girl, arguably one of the
most powerful Holocaust memoirs of the World War II era. The Bright
Notes Study Guide series offers an in-depth tour of more than 275 classic
works, exploring critical commentary, plots, and themes.
The Diary of a Teenage Girl, Revised Edition - Phoebe Gloeckner
2015-07-21
First released in 2002, this provocative, critically acclaimed novel is now
a major motion picture starring Bel Powley, Kristen Wiig, and Alexander
Skarsgård. “I don't remember being born. I was a very ugly child. My
appearance has not improved so I guess it was a lucky break when he
was attracted by my youthfulness.” So begins the wrenching diary of
Minnie Goetze, a fifteen-year-old girl longing for love and acceptance and
struggling with her own precocious sexuality. After losing her virginity to
her mother's boyfriend, Minnie pursues a string of sexual encounters
(with both boys and girls) while experimenting with drugs and
developing her talents as an artist. Unsupervised and unguided by her
aloof and narcissistic mother, Minnie plunges into a defenseless, yet
fearless adolescence. While set in the libertine atmosphere of 1970s San
Francisco, Minnie's journey to understand herself and her world is
universal: this is the story of a young woman troubled by the
discontinuity between what she thinks and feels and what she observes
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in those around her. Acclaimed cartoonist and author Phoebe Gloeckner
serves up a deft blend of visual and verbal narrative in her complex
presentation of a pivotal year in a girl's life, recounted in diary pages and
illustrations, with full narrative sequences in comics form. The Diary of a
Teenage Girl offers a searing comment on adult society as seen though
the eyes of a young woman on the verge of joining it. This edition has
been updated by the author with an introduction reflecting on the book's
critical reception and value as diary or novel, historical document or
work of art. Also included in this revised edition are supplementary
photographs and illustrations from the author's childhood, including
some of her own diary entries. "Phoebe Gloeckner... is creating some of
the edgiest work about young women's lives in any medium."—The New
York Times "One of the most brutally honest, shocking, tender and
beautiful portrayals of growing up female in America."—Salon "It's the
most honest depiction of sexuality in a long, long time; as a meditation on
adolescence, it picks up a literary ball that's been only fitfully carried
after Salinger."—Nerve.com
The Diary of Anne Frank - Frances Goodrich 1999-09
Theatre program.
Verity - Colleen Hoover 2021-10-05
#1 New York Times Bestseller USA Today Bestseller The Globe and Mail
Bestseller Publishers Weekly Bestseller Whose truth is the lie? Stay up
all night reading the sensational psychological thriller that has readers
obsessed, from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of It Ends With
Us. Lowen Ashleigh is a struggling writer on the brink of financial ruin
when she accepts the job offer of a lifetime. Jeremy Crawford, husband of
bestselling author Verity Crawford, has hired Lowen to complete the
remaining books in a successful series his injured wife is unable to finish.
Lowen arrives at the Crawford home, ready to sort through years of
Verity’s notes and outlines, hoping to find enough material to get her
started. What Lowen doesn’t expect to uncover in the chaotic office is an
unfinished autobiography Verity never intended for anyone to read. Page
after page of bone-chilling admissions, including Verity's recollection of
the night her family was forever altered. Lowen decides to keep the
diary-of-a-young-girl
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manuscript hidden from Jeremy, knowing its contents could devastate
the already grieving father. But as Lowen’s feelings for Jeremy begin to
intensify, she recognizes all the ways she could benefit if he were to read
his wife’s words. After all, no matter how devoted Jeremy is to his injured
wife, a truth this horrifying would make it impossible for him to continue
loving her.
The Sky Is Everywhere - Jandy Nelson 2011-03-22
Jandy Nelson's beloved, critically adored debut is now an Apple TV+ and
A24 original film starring Jason Segel, Cherry Jones, Grace Kaufman, and
Jacques Colimon. “Both a profound meditation on loss and grieving and
an exhilarating and very sexy romance." —NPR Adrift after her sister
Bailey’s sudden death, Lennie finds herself torn between quiet, seductive
Toby—Bailey’s boyfriend who shares Lennie’s grief—and Joe, the new
boy in town who bursts with life and musical genius. Each offers Lennie
something she desperately needs. One boy helps her remember. The
other lets her forget. And she knows if the two of them collide, her whole
world will explode. As much a laugh-out-loud celebration of love as a
nuanced and poignant portrait of loss, Lennie’s struggle to sort her own
melody out out the noise around her makes for an always honest, often
uproarious, and absolutely unforgettable read.
Anne Frank Unbound - Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 2012
""This volume of essays was developed from ... a colloquium convened in
2005 by the Working Group on Jews, Media, and Religion of the Center
for Religion and Media at New York University""--Intr.
It's My Life - Melody Carlson 2009-02-04
In this emotional sequel to Diary of a Teenage Girl, Caitlin O'Conner
faces new trials as she grows in her faith and strives to maintain the
recent commitments she's made to God. As a new believer, Caitlin begins
her summer job and makes preparations for a Mexico mission trip with
her church youth group. Torn between new spiritual directions and
loyalty to Beanie, her best friend (now pregnant), Caitlin searches out
her personal values on friendship, romance, dating, life goals, and key
relationships with God and family. Tough choices threaten her progress,
and her year climaxes in her realization that maturity sometimes means
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life-impacting decisions must be made ... by faith alone.
Anne Frank's Tales from the Secret Annex - Anne Frank 2008-12-10
Hiding from the Nazis in the "Secret Annexe" of an old office building in
Amsterdam, a thirteen-year-old girl named Anne Frank became a writer.
The now famous diary of her private life and thoughts reveals only part
of Anne's story, however. This book completes the portrait of this
remarkable and talented young author. Tales from the Secret Annex is a
complete collection of Anne Frank's lesser-known writings: short stories,
fables, personal reminiscences, and an unfinished novel. Here, too, are
portions of the diary originally withheld from publication by her father.
By turns fantastical, rebellious, touching, funny, and heartbreaking,
these writings reveal the astonishing range of Anne Frank's wisdom and
imagination--as well as her indomitable love of life. Anne Frank's Tales
from the Secret Annex is a testaments to this determined young woman's
extraordinary genius and to the persistent strength of the creative spirit.
Multipliers - Liz Wiseman 2010-06-15
Wall Street Journal Bestseller A thought-provoking, accessible, and
essential exploration of why some leaders (“Diminishers”) drain
capability and intelligence from their teams, while others (“Multipliers”)
amplify it to produce better results. Including a foreword by Stephen R.
Covey, as well the five key disciplines that turn smart leaders into genius
makers, Multipliers is a must-read for everyone from first-time managers
to world leaders.
Anne Frank - Anne Frank 1992
A young girl's journal records her family's struggles during two years of
hiding from the Nazis in war-torn Holland.
The Diary of a Young Girl - 2018

seized it with both hands. In the 1960s, she was awarded the opportunity
to travel to the US to study, where she saw that even in the land of the
free, black people were not welcome. Returning home, Wangari was
determined to help her people and her country. She recognized that
deforestation and urbanization was at the root of her country’s troubles.
Her courage and confidence carried her through adversity to found a
movement for peace, reconciliation, and healing. Aurélia Fronty’s
beautiful illustrations show readers the color and diversity of Wangari’s
Africa—the green trees and the flowering trees full of birds, monkeys,
and other animals; the roots that dig deep into the earth; and the people
who work and live on the land. Wangari Maathai changed the way the
world thinks about nature, ecology, freedom, and democracy, inspiring
radical efforts that continue to this day.
Anne Frank's Diary: The Graphic Adaptation - 2018-10-02
A timeless story rediscovered by each new generation, The Diary of a
Young Girl stands without peer. For both young readers and adults it
continues to capture the remarkable spirit of Anne Frank, who for a time
survived the worst horror the modern world has seen—and who
remained triumphantly and heartbreakingly human throughout her
ordeal. Adapted by Ari Folman, illustrated by David Polonsky, and
authorized by the Anne Frank Foundation in Basel, this is the first
graphic edition of The Diary and includes extensive quotation directly
from the definitive edition. It remains faithful to the original, while the
stunning illustrations interpret and add layers of visual meaning and
immediacy to this classic work of Holocaust literature.
Diary of a Young Girl - Mark Anthony 2012-12-01
After her mother's tragic death, Shayla is left to navigate her teenage
years with little help from her neglectful, playboy father. Used and
abused by the adults around her, Shayla makes some risky choices,
taking a job as a waitress in one of Harlem's top strip clubs before she's
even of legal age. She makes ends meet by running scams on
unsuspecting patrons, but her luck soon runs out when she is raped and
left for dead one night after work. Confused and scared, Shayla concocts
a lie that leads to an arrest. A man is convicted and sent to prison for the

Wangari Maathai - Franck Prévot 2015-01-06
“Trees are living symbols of peace and hope.” –Wangari Maathai, Nobel
Peace laureate This simply told story begins with Green Belt Movement
founder Wangari Maathai’s childhood at the foot of Mount Kenya where,
as the oldest child in her family, her responsibility was to stay home and
help her mother. When the chance to go to school presented itself, she
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crime, though he insists he's innocent. Shayla goes about putting her life
back together, and with the help of a great mentor, she makes some big
changes. Now a graduate of Howard University, she's ready to begin a
new career and put her old life far behind her—until an unexpected twist
turns everything upside down. New DNA evidence leads the court to
reopen the rape case, and Shayla will be forced to confront the lies that
she told. Will she ever be truly free from the ugly demons of her past?
A Young Girl's Diary - Sigmund Freud 2021-11-27
Between overseeing his private practice and developing an entirely new
field of research and inquiry that would profoundly influence Western
culture, Austrian psychiatrist Sigmund Freud somehow came across and
helped to publish the diary of an anonymous young girl of the European
upper classes. The detailed journal follows the young authoress from the
age of 11 to the age of 14 1/2, through high school, schoolyard crushes,
and the tumult of adolescence.
Anne Frank's Tales from the Secret Annexe - Anne Frank 2010
"In these tales the reader can observe Anne's writing prowess grow from
that of a young girl's into the observations of a perceptive, edgy, witty
and compassionate woman"--Jacket flaps.
Diary of a Young Naturalist - Dara McAnulty 2021-06-08
A BuzzFeed "Best Book of June 2021" From sixteen-year-old Dara
McAnulty, a globally renowned figure in the youth climate activist
movement, comes a memoir about loving the natural world and fighting
to save it. Diary of a Young Naturalist chronicles the turning of a year in
Dara’s Northern Ireland home patch. Beginning in spring―when “the
sparrows dig the moss from the guttering and the air is as puffed out as
the robin’s chest―these diary entries about his connection to wildlife and
the way he sees the world are vivid, evocative, and moving. As well as
Dara’s intense connection to the natural world, Diary of a Young
Naturalist captures his perspective as a teenager juggling exams,
friendships, and a life of campaigning. We see his close-knit family, the
disruptions of moving and changing schools, and the complexities of
living with autism. “In writing this book,” writes Dara, “I have
experienced challenges but also felt incredible joy, wonder, curiosity and
diary-of-a-young-girl
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excitement. In sharing this journey my hope is that people of all
generations will not only understand autism a little more but also
appreciate a child’s eye view on our delicate and changing biosphere.”
Winner of the Wainwright Prize for UK nature writing and already sold
into more than a dozen territories, Diary of a Young Naturalist is a
triumphant debut from an important new voice.
The Betrayal of Anne Frank - Rosemary Sullivan 2022-01-01
Using new technology, recently discovered documents and sophisticated
investigative techniques, an international team-led by an obsessed
retired FBI agent-has finally solved the mystery that has haunted
generations since World War II: Who betrayed Anne Frank and her
family? And why? Over thirty million people have read The Diary of a
Young Girl, the journal teen-aged Anne Frank kept while living in an attic
with her family and four other people in Amsterdam during World War II,
until the Nazis arrested them and sent them to a concentration camp.
But despite the many works-journalism, books, plays and novels-devoted
to Anne's story, none has ever conclusively explained how these eight
people managed to live in hiding undetected for over two years-and who
or what finally brought the Nazis to their door. With painstaking care,
retired FBI agent Vincent Pankoke and a team of indefatigable
investigators pored over tens of thousands of pages of documents-some
never before seen-and interviewed scores of descendants of people
familiar with the Franks. Utilizing methods developed by the FBI, the
Cold Case Team painstakingly pieced together the months leading to the
infamous arrest-and came to a shocking conclusion. The Betrayal of Anne
Frank: A Cold Case Investigation is the riveting story of their mission.
Rosemary Sullivan introduces us to the investigators, explains the
behavior of both the captives and their captors and profiles a group of
suspects. All the while, she vividly brings to life wartime Amsterdam: a
place where no matter how wealthy, educated, or careful you were, you
never knew whom you could trust.
Timelines of Everything - DK 2018-10-30
Explore 13 billion years of history in the comfort of your own home!
Journey through time and discover how some of the world's greatest
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events unfolded. From the Big Bang all the way through to the digital
age, this incredible visual encyclopedia for children shows you just about
everything that has ever happened in history. Witness history come alive
as you travel through more than 130 stunning timelines. Packed with
fantastic photographs and illustrations, along with informative text and
fun facts. The history book covers the rise and fall of empires to groundbreaking scientific breakthroughs and inventions that changed our lives.
This educational book is an imaginative way of illustrating world history
for children age 8 and over. Throughout the pages, your child will get to
meet the most bloodthirsty pirates of all time and discover what
happened during the storming of the Bastille. It's a fantastic book for
young readers with a natural curiosity about history around the world.
Find your place in the world and understand where you fit in. Whether
you want to discover the history of cinema, fashion, aviation, or
espionage. There is something for everyone in this glorious guide
through global history! The History of Everything... Ever! This
fascinating reference book tells the story of a diverse range of subjects
throughout history in an easily digested graphic format! After your kids
dive into this book, you'll never hear them use the words "history" and
"boring" in the same sentence again. Take a trip back in time! This
history book covers the following eras: - Prehistory: Before 3000 BCE The Ancient World: 3000 BCE - 500 CE - The Medieval World: 500 - 1450
- The Age of Exploration: 1450 - 1750 - The Age of Revolution: 1750 1914 - The Modern World: After 1914
The Diary of a Young Girl - Anne Frank 1996-02-01
THE DEFINITIVE EDITION • Discovered in the attic in which she spent
the last years of her life, Anne Frank’s remarkable diary has since
become a world classic—a powerful reminder of the horrors of war and
an eloquent testament to the human spirit. Updated for the 75th
Anniversary of the Diary’s first publication with a new introduction by
Nobel Prize–winner Nadia Murad “The single most compelling personal
account of the Holocaust ... remains astonishing and excruciating.”—The
New York Times Book Review In 1942, with Nazis occupying Holland, a
thirteen-year-old Jewish girl and her family fled their home in Amsterdam
diary-of-a-young-girl

and went into hiding. For the next two years, until their whereabouts
were betrayed to the Gestapo, they and another family lived cloistered in
the “Secret Annex” of an old office building. Cut off from the outside
world, they faced hunger, boredom, the constant cruelties of living in
confined quarters, and the ever-present threat of discovery and death. In
her diary Anne Frank recorded vivid impressions of her experiences
during this period. By turns thoughtful, moving, and amusing, her
account offers a fascinating commentary on human courage and frailty
and a compelling self-portrait of a sensitive and spirited young woman
whose promise was tragically cut short.
Anne Frank Remembered - Miep Gies 2011-05-31
For the millions moved by Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl, here at
last is Miep Geis's own astonishing story. For more than two years, Miep
Gies and her husband helped hide the Franks from the Nazis. Like
thousands of unsung heroes of the Holocaust, they risked their lives each
day to bring food, news, and emotional support to the victims. She found
the diary and brought the world a message of love and hope. It seems as
if we are never far from Miep's thoughts....Yours, Anne From her own
remarkable childhood as a World War I refugee to the moment she
places a small, red-orange, checkered diary -- Anne's legacy -- in Otto
Frank's hands, Miep Gies remembers her days with simple honesty and
shattering clarity. Each page rings with courage and heartbreaking
beauty.
A Young Girl's Diary - 1921
This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated for quality.
Quality assurance was conducted on each of these books in an attempt to
remove books with imperfections introduced by the digitization process.
Though we have made best efforts - the books may have occasional
errors that do not impede the reading experience. We believe this work
is culturally important and have elected to bring the book back into print
as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed
works worldwide.
The Diary of Anne Frank - Anne Frank 2015-04-02
Sensitively edited and with a connecting commentary by editor, Mirjam
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Andi lives in New York and is dealing with the emotional turmoil of her
younger brother's accidental death. Alex lives in Paris and is a
companion to the dauphin, the young son of Marie-Antoinette and Louis
XVI, during the violent days of the French Revolution. When Andi is sent
to Paris to get her out of the trouble she's so easily enveloped by in New
York, their two stories collide, and Andi finds a way to reconcile herself
not only to her past but also to her future. This is a heart-wrenchingly
beautiful, evocative portrait of lives torn apart by grief and mended by
love.
Fahrenheit 451 - Ray Bradbury 2012-01-10
A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be destroyed, but one of
the book burners, Guy Montag, suddenly realizes their merit.

Pressler, the abridged edition of The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank
gives younger readers their first introduction to the extraordinary diary
of an ordinary girl who has long become a household name. This
abridged edition has a short prologue written by the editor, Mirjam
Pressler, as well as a connecting commentary. There are beautiful line
drawings, family photographs, and an Afterword to explain why the Diary
ends so abruptly. This shorter edition is ideal for younger children who
want to read Anne's diary for themselves but are too young to appreciate
the teenage issues that Anne faces during her time in hiding.
The Diary Of A Young Girl - Anne Frank 2008-12-01
Revolution - Jennifer Donnelly 2015-11-05
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